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Cascade Theory of Inelastic Scattering of Light
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Scattering of light from solids with incident frequency above the band gap is shown to
occur as a cascade process in which the electron (hole) makes successive transitions
between real states with a small probability of radiative recombination at each step.
This gives rise to multiple Lo-phonon Stokes-shifted lines in agreement with experi-
mental results.

Light- scattering experiments' ' in semi. conduc-
tors using incident frequency near resonance
with fundamental electronic transitions show an
increase in the cross section over those mea-
sured away from resonance. The increase is
especially stxiking for Stokes lines shifted by
multiples of the longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon
energies. The most dramatic results' ' have
been obtained when both incident- and scattered-
photon energies (~; and w, ) are above the band
gap E~; in such cases it has been possible to ob-
serve LQ-shifted lines to seemingly arbitrary
order. Indeed, Leite, Scott, and Damen' have
observed ninth order Stokes lines in CdS. Since
the electron-phonon coupling constant n is only
about O.V, the origin of such high-order process-
es is both puzzling and interesting.

We show here that for photons above E~, in-
elastic scattering of light occurs via a cascade
process in which the electron-hole pair centered
by the photon scatters successively to real states
separated by the LO-phonon energy &uo (neglect-
ing phonon dispersion). From each state there
is a small pxobability of radiative decay at fre-
quencies shifted from the incident frequency by
an integral number of LQ-phonon energies. The
result of such a cascade process is that so long
as v;, (d, &E„ the relative intensities of the
various Stokes-shifted lines are independent of
the coupling constant a and depend only on the
dispersion curves of the electron and hole bands.
This behavior contrasts with Raman scattering

for co; &E~ where the intensity of the nth order
line vaxies as n".

To elaborate on these rema, rks, consider the
pr'ocesses that occur when a photon resonant
with a line in the continuum of electronic states
is incident on the crystal. Real absorption is
the dominant process on the time scale of recom-
bination, and an electron-hole pair of momentum
k; =0 is created. We classify the processes that
can occur with the electron-hole pair thus creat-
ed as (1) LO-p11011011 e1111sslo11; (b} 1'adlatlve re-
combination; (iii) other processes, elastic or in-
elastic, involving scattering with impurities,
aeoustie phonons, transverse-optic phonons,
etc. For Q + 1 1t ls a good approximation to ne-
glect processes in which more than one LO pho-
non is emitted simultaneously. The lifetime 7 I O

for a real transition of the electron (hole) to a
state of energy ~0 below the initial state is
O(10 "sec); the lifetime of (ii) and (iii) together
is much longer, O(10 ' sec) [the lifetime due to
(ii) is discussed in more detail below]. We thus
conclude that the electron-hole pair successive-
ly occupies real states of energy ne, (n =1, 2, ~ ~ ~ )
below the initial state as shown in Fig. 1. Since
a negligible number of electrons are lost from
the cascade due to (ii) and (iii}, the probability
per absorbed photon of radiative recombination
from the nth step is simply the branching ratio

S„=Ts '(n)/TLo '(n),

where T~(n) is the radiative lifetime at the nth
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the cascade pro-
cess of light scattering. (a) Isotropic dispersion
curves the dashed lines are determined by the inci-
dent frequency and are separated by the optical-pho-
non frequency. The vertical lines denote photon emis-
sion and the wavy lines phonon emission. For recom-
bination, a virtual transition is required in each order
(shown as occurring only in the hole band for simplic-
ity). (b) Shells of momentum whose magnitude is fixed
at each step of the cascade by the energies in (a). qo
and q„are the vector momenta at the zeroth and nth
step, and q the phonon momentum required for recom-
bination.

step.
The cascade process must go on until the elec-

tron arrives close to the bottom of the conduc-
tion band. For energies -kT near the band gap,
the absorption of phonons is significant, i.e.,
the e1e'ctrons and the phonons w111 coIDe to IQutu-

al thermal equilibrium. As a result of process

(iii) a continuous electron distribution will be
achieved, while process (i) will lead to the occu-
pation centered around discrete levels which is
superposed on the continuous backgI'ound. The
above arguments would predict that the light
emitted in the continuum close to E, is 0(T &o/
T„)=10 times that in a discrete line. Experi-
mentally the luminescence near E~ is found to
vary enormously with surface conditions; in the
best samples the observed results are consis-
tent' with this prediction.

The above description of the time development
of the electron depends only on the assumption
that LO-phonon scattering is the predominant
mode of decay. For a large number of heteropo-
lar crystals, this is supported by a variety of
experlIQents lncludlng 1nduced photoconductlvlty
as a function of photon energy which oscillates
with per 1od Kp Lo phonon- assisted lumine s-
cence, ' and phonon generation due to Landau-lev-
el- Lo- phonon coupling. '

The approximation in the above discussion is
the repla, cement of the actual time development
of the electron-hole pair by a characteristic
time 7 Lo to make real transitions to the next
state. The real states are eigenstates of momen-
tum and have an energy uncertainty I'„= 2vSj
rLo(n) due to the lifetime to decay in turn to the
next step. The weak interaction with photons is
then calculated separately for each step in the
ca.seade, The approximation is justified because
for purposes of calculating the recombination
spectra, the real states and the virtual states
share two impor'tant features. The width I „
plays the same role as the energy denominator
fol v11tuRl pl ocesses viz. it fixes the voluIQe ln
phRse spa, ce RVR11Rble for recomblnatlon. Con-
servation of momentum requires that, as for
virtual states, ea.ch real state has a definite spa-
tial correlation with the initial state. This en-
sures that as in the usual Raman scattering the-
ory" the line shape of the scattered light is de-
termined solely by intrinsic phonon dispersion.
We note that typically the broadening introduced
by (iii) is negligible compared to the intrinsic ef-
fects.

Turning to the calculation of T~ we note that in
general, momentum conservation requires at
least one virtual intermediate state. [Hence re-
combination from step n gives rise to photons
Stokes shifted by (n+1)~, .j Consider the case
where the virtual intermediate step occurs in re-
combination, in either the hole (shown in Fig. 1)
or electron bands. For simplicity we consider
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only spherical simple bands with m„»m, so that no real hole transitions Rre possible. Assuming
that each state of momentUm q at the nth step has R width-I „, Rnd treating the transition probability
a8 UMforIQ 1n th18 1 ange~ we find fox' I z &(N(do

Table I. Calculated and experimental relative inten-
sities t'normalized to the third-order line) of the Stokes-
shifted lines. The experimental numbers are from
Ref. 2.

Relative efficiency
Expt Theory

1.6
1
0.5
0.4

3.6
1
0.68
0.46

Here q=q(8), and M(q) is the matrix element for
creation of a phonon and photon by the Fr5hlich
interaction Hl, (q) ~1/q and the photon interac-
t1on H~.

If1,(q)H„
5(0Lo Pl + 1 1-lcm q/my

where the two energy denominators arise from
virtual electron and ho1e tx Rnsitions, respective-
ly, and p„and p~ are the densities of states, re-
spectively, for the conduction band at step n and
for the final photon states. The angles and wave
vectors are defined in Fig. 1(b) and f ("i(8) is the
noxmaBzed angular distribution in shell n of an
electx'on that started at |9-0 initially. Implicit
in deriving Eq. (2) is the approximation that each
broadened real state has a sharp cutoff at +I;
othex' line shapes such as a, I orentzian would
merely modify the numerical coefficient in Eq. (2).

In addition to the order of steps considered
Rbove thex'e Rx'e othe18 such Rs R modiflcRtlon
of Fig. 1 in which the virtual state occurs in ab-
sorption, which must be added coherently.
Thex'e is cancelation among the different chan-
nels making quantitative calculations very in-
volved. We report below the calculations using
(2) alone to illustrate the new ideas presented
hex'e.

We have calculated f("~(8) by summing numeri-
CRlly over the weighted pl obRbllltles fol 1eRl
transitions for all possible paths to shell n. The
resulting relative Raman efficiencies from (1)
and (2) for n = 2, ~ ~ ~, 5 are listed in Table I for
comparison with experiment' on CdS. We have
used ~,-E,=6&v„m, =0.18, m, =1.2 (isotropic),

r
and e, =O.V. Since I'„-vo, our appxoximations

axe not reliable for the 2LO line. For this rea-
son we have normalized the results to 3LO in
Table I. The absolute efficiency integrated over
scattering angles is calculated to be -10 ' for
the 3I.O line.

There are a numbex of other aspects of the ex-
periment which furthex corroborate the model
presented. The polarization of the scattered pho-
tons is the same for all n, which follows from
our theory since all steps in the cascade are
equivalent. The width of all lines is compaxable
for the same reason. Further, the narrow lines
observed follow from our picture of each step
being a resonance (real) scattering. It is to be
noted that these featuxes are not present in the
usual Raman scattering. We estimate that the
2LO line is broadened by anisotropy and disper-
sion by 3 cm ~ 1n good agreement with expex'1-
IDent.

The 1LO and (6 to 9)LO lines have been omit-
ted in our discussion. The 1LO line is "forbid-
den" by selection rules" so that its intensity de-
pends upon photon wavelengths in the crystal,
i.e., on the skin depth in the present case, Rnd

is not directly comparable with the other lines.
The observed sharp lines in the luminescence
region are consistent with the cascade scatter-
ing theory as discussed earlier. We do not dis-
cuss thexn, since the details of the calculation
presented above are li.mited to the intrinsic
bands.

On the basis of the model presented, the fol-
lowing prediction can be made: (1) Since only a
small fraction of the electrons decay radiatively,
the Stokes lines should be observable to essen-
tially arbitrary ordex for ~, suffici. ently above
E~ provided there are no strong competing pro-
cesses. (2) For ~, large enough to have real
tx ansitions in both the bands there will be well-
defined nonmonotonic variations in intensity with
order. In particular, very large Raman intensi-
ties would result fox' R CRse whele R DeRx'-veltl-
cal transition is possible. (3) There is a time
delay TLo(n)-10 "sec for each successive line.
(4) Lifetime processes (iii) should give observa-
ble broadening of the lines under appropriate
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conditions.
We end on a seIDantlc Qote. The lnelastlc scat-

tering of light described here contains aspects
of both luminescence and Raman scattering. The
scattered light will be delayed in time at succes-
sive steps in the cascade because the transitions
are real, which is an aspect of luminescence.
On the other hand the scattered light is shifted
by precise multiples of LO-phonon energies and
there is spatial correlation between initial and
final states so necessary for sharp lines, which
are aspects of Raman scattering.

We are pleased to acknowledge helpful conver-
sations with E. 0. Kane, P. B. Allen, T. C. Da-
men, P. A. Wolff, and J. Shah.
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It is shown how the low-temperature deviations from Matthiessen's Hule obsexved in a
wide vax'iety of dilute nonmagnetic alloys are a consequence of phonon drag in the regime
where A. , the electron mean free path, is determined by electron-impur"ity scattering
(i.e., g (T/8) «(hFX) where g' vs/vp). For a spherical Fermi surfaced, r g2(T/8)
x (XhF) '1n(XhF)+g'(T/8)'In(PO/Pr~'""), where Dr =Pr-Po-Prp"" with PrP"" being the
resistivity of the alloy (host) at temperature T. For a cylindrical Fermi surface Qz
-g (T/8) ln(po/pr&"'~). It is also shown that the singular behavior noted by Mills is
spurious.

The electrical resistivity of a wide variety of
alloys of Al with nonmagnetic impurities has
been investigated by Caplin and Rizzuto. ' They
find that there exists a temperature-dependent
term in the resistivity, hr = pr-p, -pr p"" [where
pri'"" is the resistivity of the alloy (host) at a
temperature T], with the following properties:
(1) at low T such that po»pr-po, br =BT3; (2) the
magnitude I3 ls lndepelldeQt of the lmpurlty spe-
cies; (3) B is proportional to ln(p, /pri'""); (4) 8
is related to the coefficient of the linear term (in
T) in the high-temperature resistivity. Camp-
bell, Caplin, and Rizzuto' have recently suggest-
ed that this behavior is very general and repre-
sents a "breakdown of momentum conservation
in the host metal, " and Mills' has suggested that
the interference between the electron-impurity
and electron-phonon interaction provides a con-

crete mechanism for the justification of such a
picture. The specific expression for h~ present-
ed by these authors is independent of po, howev-
er, and thus is not in accord with (3) above.
Moreover, in order to obtain such a p, -indepen-
dent result, Mills argued that in the limit Q,„/
h„-0 (where Q,„ is the maximum phonon wave
number) the electron-phonon interaction would

give rise to a. singular behavior of the scattering
cross section. We shall show below that such an
electron-phonon interaction merely gives rise to
an effective temperature-dependent Fermi ener-
gy; the resulting A~ i.s linear in po.

Our main interest, however, is to show that
the phonon-drag contribution to the conductivity,
in the presence of the electron-impurity scatter-
ing and with a cylindrical portion (i.e., m„m,
«m, ) of the Fermi surface, gives rise to a b, r


